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ABSTRACT 

In order to evaluate the sensitivity of defect inspection systems, it is convenient to examine 
simulated data. This gives the possibility to tune the parameters of the inspection method and to 
test the performance of the system in critical cases. In this paper, a practical method for the 
simulation of defects in radioscopic images of aluminium castings is presented. The approach 
simulates only the flaws and not the whole radioscopic image of the object under test. A 3D mesh 
is used to model a flaw with complex geometry, which is projected and superimposed onto real 
radioscopic images of a homogeneous object according to the exponential attenuation law for X-
rays. The new grey value of a pixel, where the 3D flaw is projected, depends only on four 
parameters: a) the grey value of the original X-ray image without flaw; b) the linear absorption 
coefficient of the examined material; c) the maximal thickness observable in the radioscopic 
image; and d) the length of the intersection of the 3D flaw with the modelled X-ray beam, that is 
projected into the pixel. A simulation of a complex flaw modelled as a 3D mesh can be performed 
in any position of the castings by using the algorithm described in this paper. This allows the 
evaluation of the performance of defect inspection systems in cases where the detection is known 
to be difficult. In this paper, we show experimental results on real X-ray images of aluminium 
wheels, in which 3D flaws like blowholes, cracks and inclusions are simulated. 
 

1. Introduction 
Radioscopy is increasingly being used as a tool for non-destructive testing in industrial production. 
An example is the serial examination of cast light-alloy work pieces used in the car industry, like 
aluminium wheels and steering gears (Kosanetsky & Putzbach, 1996). The material defects 
occurring in the casting process such as cavities, gas, inclusions, and sponging must be detected to 
satisfy the safety requirements; consequently, it is necessary to check 100% of the parts. Since most 
defects are not visible, X-ray imaging is used for this task. An example of a radioscopic image is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Real flaws in radioscopic image of aluminium wheels. 
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Fig. 2: Automated inspection system of die castings. 

 
Over the past decades radioscopic systems have been introduced in the automotive manufacturing 
industry in order to detect flaws automatically without human interaction (Boerner & Strecker, 
1988; Filbert et al, 1987; Heinrich, 1988). Over the years, they have not only increased quality 
through repeated objective inspections and improved processes, but have also increased 
productivity through decreased labour cost (Mery et al, 2001; Mery & Filbert, 2002). 
An automated radioscopic system is schematically presented in Fig. 2. The inspection is typically 
performed in the five following steps: i) the manipulator places the casting in the desired position; 
ii) the X-ray tube generates an X-ray image of the casting via central projection; iii) the X-ray 
image is detected by the fluorescent entrance screen of the image intensifier, amplified and depicted 
onto a phosphor screen. The image intensifier converts the X-ray image to a visible radioscopic 
image; iv) the guided and focussed image is registered by the CCD-camera; and v) the image 
processor converts the analogue video signal, transferred by the CCD-camera, into a digital data 
stream. Digital image processing is used to improve and evaluate the radioscopic image. 
In order to evaluate the performance of a method that inspects aluminium castings, it is convenient 
to examine simulated data. This evaluation gives the possibility of tuning the parameters of the 
inspection method and of testing how the method works in critical cases. Among the non-
destructive testing and evaluation community there are two widespread approaches that produce this 
simulated data: flaw superimposition and CAD models for casting and flaw1. 
Flaw superimposition. The first technique attempts to simulate flaws by superimposing circles 
with different Grey values onto real radioscopic images (Filbert et al, 1987; Heinrich, 1988; Hecker, 
1995). This approach is quite simple, because it does not need any complex 3D model of the object 
under test nor of the flaw. Additionally, it offers a real radioscopic image with real disturbances 
(with simulated flaws). Nevertheless, the flaws simulated by this method differ significantly from 
the real ones. The reason being that a real flaw does not look like a projection of a disc. This 
method can only be used in restricted cases. 
An improvement of this method can be obtained using the visualisation technique called splatting 
(Westover, 1990). In this technique the projection of a 3D flaw can be simulated, in which the 
projected flaw is assumed as a 2D Gaussian. The scale, position and orientation of the Gaussian are 
adjusted in order to obtain the desired projected flaw. Although this technique offers a better flaw 
simulation in comparison with the disc projection, its simulation corresponds to the projection of a 
3D flaw, that differs considerably from real flaws as shown in (Mery, 2001). 
CAD models for casting and flaw. The second approach makes a simulation of the entire X-ray 
imaging process (Tillack et al, 2000; Freud et al, 2000). In this approach, the characteristic of the X-

                                                 
1 There is another possibility -widely used within the non-destructive testing community- to obtain castings with known 
defects: drilling small holes in the casting (Bavendiek, 2001). However, this technique does not perform any image 
simulation. 
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ray source, the geometry and material properties of objects and their defects, as well as the imaging 
process itself are modelled and simulated independently. Complex objects and defect shapes can be 
simulated using CAD models. Although this approach offers excellent flexibility in setting the 
objects and flaws to be tested, it presents the following three disadvantages to the evaluation of the 
inspection methods' performance: i) the radioscopic image of the object under test is simulated (it 
would be better if we could count on real images with simulated flaws); ii) the simulation approach 
is only available when using a sophisticated computer package; iii) the computing time is very 
expensive. 
In this paper, we address the above problems and propose an approach that only simulates the flaws 
(and not the whole radioscopic image of the object under test). This new method can be viewed as 
an improvement of the first mentioned technique and the 3D modelling for the flaws of the second 
one. In our approach, a 3D modelled flaw is projected and superimposed onto real radioscopic 
images of a homogeneous object according to the exponential attenuation law for X-rays (Kuchling, 
1989). This idea was originally presented in (Mery, 2001), where a flaw was modelled as an 
elliposoid. In this paper, we propose, however, a general modell by using a polygonal mesh to 
simulate the flaws. This model suits best reality for any type of flaw.  
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, a brief overview of the X-ray imaging process is 
presented. Section 3 describes our geometric model of the X-ray projection. The approach to 
simulate flaws in aluminium castings is outlined in Section 4. The results obtained on radioscopic 
images are described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives concluding remarks. 
2. X-Ray Imaging 
Radiographic examination is a non-destructive testing technique, which uses X-ray radiation to 
detect material defects. In this examination method, radiation is passed through the material under 
test, and a detector senses the radiation intensity attenuated by the material. Thus, a defect in the 
material modifies the expected radiation received by the sensor (Halmshaw, 1991). The 
phenomenon of differential absorption is illustrated in Fig. 3. The contrast in the X-ray image 
between an area containing a flaw and a defect-free area of the specimen allows distinguishing the 
flaw. We can see in an X-ray image that the defects, like voids, cracks or bubbles, show up as bright 
regions with respect to their neighbouring area. The reason is that the attenuation is smaller. 
The absorption can be macroscopically modelled using the exponential attenuation law for X-rays 
(Kuchling, 1989; Halmshaw, 1991) as shown in Fig. 4: 

xex µϕϕ −= 0)(           (1) 
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Fig. 3: Differential absorption in a specimen. 
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Fig. 4: Absorption law. 

 
where 0ϕ  is the incident radiation intensity, ϕ  the transmitted intensity, x the thickness of the 
specimen (normally expressed in cm) and µ  is a constant known as the linear absorption coefficient 
of the material under test (with dimension cm-1). Coefficient µ  depends on the material and the X-
ray energy. Figure 5 illustrates the linear absorption coefficient for aluminium plotted against X-ray 
energy. Typically, radioscopic testing of aluminium castings uses energy values between 50keV and 
150keV (Hecker, 1996). In Fig. 5, the reader can find the values of µ  for this energy interval, in 
which µ  can be modelled as a fourth degree polynomial (Mery, 2001): 

∑
=

≈
4

0i

i
iEθµ  for 50keV≤E≤150keV,       (2) 

with 
 θ = [ 6.0   -0.210   -0.00304    -1.97×10-5   4.72×10-8 ]T 
The grey value I registered by the CCD-camera can be expressed as a linear function of ϕ : 

,)()( BxAxI += ϕ
         (3) 

where A and B are the linear parameters of  I. 
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Fig. 5: Absorption coefficient µ for aluminium against X 
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Now, we investigate what happens if the penetrated object has a cavity with thickness d as shown in 
Fig. 3. In this case, from (1) the transmitted radiation dϕ  is given by: 

,)()( )(
0

ddx
d exedx µµ ϕϕϕϕ ==−= −−       (4) 

where we assume that the absorption coefficient of the cavity is zero. The grey value registered by 
the CCD camera is calculated then from (4) and (3) as: 

,)()( BexAdxI d +=− µϕ         (5) 
Substituting the value of )(xAϕ  from (3) we see that (5) may be written as: 

,))(()( BeBxIdxI d +−=− µ         (6) 
Parameter B can be estimated as follows: the maximal grey value Imax in a radioscopic image is 
obtained when the thickness is zero. Additionally, the minimal grey value Imin is obtained when the 
thickness is xmax. Substituting these values in (3), it yields: 

),1/( max
max

xeIIB µ−−∆−=         (7) 

From these equations, we obtain that: 
where ∆I=Imax - Imin. Usually, Imax and Imin are 255 and 0 respectively. For these values, B can be 
written as: 

),1/(255 maxxeB µ−−=          (8) 
Using equation (6), we can alter the original grey value of the radioscopic image I(x) to simulate a 
new image I(x-d) with a flaw. A 3D flaw can be modelled, projected and superimposed onto a real 
radioscopic image. The new grey value of a pixel, where the 3D flaw is projected, depends only on 
four parameters: a) the original grey value I(x); b) the linear absorption coefficient of the examined 
material µ ; c) the maximal thickness observable in the radioscopic image xmax; and d) the length of 
the intersection of the 3D flaw with the modelled X-ray beam , that is projected into the pixel. In 
the next Section we will describe how a 3D object is projected onto a radioscopic image. 

d

3. Geometric Model 
In this Section a model is presented, which describes the waypoints are going to be expressed from 
now on. It is important to understand that 2D points are used for the digital image pixels while 3D 
points will be used in the simulated 3D world. 
In order to achieve this flaw-only simulation, it is necessary to remember the conditions in which 
the X-ray image was taken. This conditions include the focal distance f and the horizontal and 
vertical scale factors of the digital X-ray image Ku and Kv. It is also very important to be aware of 
the spots in which the simulated flaw will be “inside” the object. To make this parameters clear, the 
used coordinate systems will be explained. 
The 3D virtual world coordinate system: This coordinate system has its origin in the centre of the 
simulated X-ray source, and though it is a virtual world 3D coordinate system, by assuming that the 
measurements are made with the same units, we can immediately translate the points to real world 
ones, this is, if the real world measurements were also taken from the X-ray source. A point of this 
coordinate system is denoted by  

M = [ X  Y  Z ]T. 
The 2D digital image coordinate system: In the X-ray image capture scheme, we can observe that 
the X-ray projective plane is always opposed to the X-ray source, leaving the specimen in-between 
both of them. To maintain this in the virtual world, the simulated X-ray projective plane is no more 
than a part of the Z = f  plane which is pierced by the Z-axis. The conversion from this simulated X-
ray projective plane to image pixels depends on the Ku and Kv parameters, which are respectively, 
the horizontal and vertical scale factor of the captured image measured in pixels per millimetre. 
Thus, if the digital image size is (xmax, ymax) pixels, the virtual X-ray projective plane size is 
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(xmax/Ku, ymax/Kv) millimetres and during the simulation process will be sampled every 1/Ku 
millimetres horizontally and 1/Kv vertically to produce a simulated digital image of the same 
dimensions of the real one. As shown in Fig. 6, a point m=(x,y) in the digital image is converted into 

 T

f
Kv

yV
Ku

xU




 −+=        00M   

in the 3D virtual world coordinate system, where (U0,Vo) is the origin of the simulated X-ray 
projective plane. 
In the following Section, we will use these coordinate systems to explain how we produce a 
radioscopic image of flawed specimens by simulating only the flaw. 
4. Simulation of flaws 
In order to simulate only the flaw and superimpose it onto a X-ray image, four steps need to be 
completed. First, it is necessary to capture a real X-ray digital image taking all the needed 
measurements, which include focal distance f, specimen dimensions and position, digital image 
scale factors Ku and Kv and digital image size (xmax, ymax). In the second step, the 3D flaw needs to 
be modelled as a 3D mesh. This is achieved using a 3D modelling software. The next step consists 
in positioning the 3D flaw in the virtual 3D space and simulate the X-ray capture process, obtaining 
a matrix that stores the length of the inner part of each ray that pierces the 3D flaw. This matrix is 
called the depth map, it is denoted by W(x,y) and its dimensions are (xmax, ymax). The last step 
consists in blending the depth map with the digital image according to equation (6). 
In this paper, a flaw is modelled as a 3D mesh, which grants the ability to model complex flaws, 
including blowholes, cracks, voids, etc. Before explaining how to superimpose a flaw onto a X-ray 
image, it is important to understand what are 3D meshes and how they are stored and handled. 
A 3D mesh is a 3D surface that is formed by polygons, which share, at least, one common side. A 
real world example of this is a soccer ball, which is formed by several leather patches in form of 
regular polygons, forming a sphere. Obviously, to form a pyramid with hexagonal patches would be 
difficult. This is why the standard 3D meshes are formed by the smallest polygon of all: the 
triangle. With triangles, any 3D surface can be modelled. If the 3D mesh is totally closed, it can 
resemble a volumetric object like a flaw, but it is important to know that the 3D mesh only 
represents the surface of it. 
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Fig. 6: Coordinate System Conversions. 
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3D meshes are stored in memory with vertex lists and mesh lists. The vertex list is a matrix that 
holds the coordinates for all the points that are vertices of at least one triangle of the mesh. This 
matrix is a n × 3 order matrix being n the number of vertices. The mesh list is a matrix that stores 
for each triangle, the 3 points that form them, its dimensions are m × 3, where m is the number of 
triangles that form the mesh. 
A 3D mesh is easily translated, rotated and scaled in the 3D virtual world by applying 
transformations to each vertex in the vertex list. This is very important during the simulation, 
because in this way, the flaw can be positioned in any place in the 3D virtual world, located in 
whatever orientation it is needed to be and scaled accordingly to the real flaw. 
Another advantage of having the triangles stored as vertex and mesh lists rises when we need to 
check the existence and know the position of the intersection of a specific ray with a specific 
triangle. A ray is defined as a line in 3D virtual world coordinate system, and a point belonging to 
this line is parameterised by the scalar t as follows: 
           (9) PDL +⋅= tt)(

where D = [ dx  dy  dz ]T is the direction and  P = [ px  py  pz ]T is a known point belonging to the line. 
Triangles are also parameterised by the scalars u and v (see Fig. 7): 

210)1(),( PPPT ⋅+⋅+⋅−−= vuvuvu        (10) 

with the triangle vertices P0 = [ p0x  p0y  p0z ]T , P1 = [ p1x  p1y  p1z ]T  ,  P2 = [ p2x  p2y  p2z ]T, and  
, , . 0≥u 0≥v 1≤+ vu

Matching (9) and (10), it yields: 

zyozzz

yyoyyy

xxoxxx
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21
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)1(
)1(

⋅+⋅+⋅−−=+⋅
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     (11) 

Equation (11) yields to a 3 × 3 linear equation system. If the obtained results satisfy restrictions 
(10), then a intersection is positioned at  M .  PD +⋅= t
Once the flaw is positioned, oriented and scaled, the next step is to find its depth map. A single ray 
is emitted from every pixel of the 2D digital image coordinate system to a random point of the 
spherical X-ray source, the distance inside the flaw is calculated and stored for each ray in a depth 
map cell. This is achieved by checking the intersection of the ray with every single triangle of the 
mesh. Typically, the ray should intersect a even number of triangles of the mesh, because as stated 
before, the mesh is supposed to be closed to correctly represent a volumetric flaw. Having the 
points where the ray intersected the triangles, the length of the portion of the ray that is inside the 
flaw can be calculated using Euclidean distance. This process, though effective, is not without 
drawbacks. Since floating-point numbers are used, precision rises as an important issue when it is 
needed to know if a particular intersection point is the same than other one. This usually happens in 
mesh intersections and vertices, because this areas always belong to more than one triangle. The 
general way to solve this is using a small delta value and instead of checking if both points are the 
same, the distance between them must be smaller than delta. 
 

 

PDL +⋅= tt)(

210)1(),( PPPT ⋅+⋅+⋅−−= vuvuvu

),()( vut TL =  
Fig. 7: Intersection of line with triangle. 
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Fig. 8: Calculation of a specimen’s depth map. a) Closed specimen, b)Open specimen, c)Error due to false intersections. 
 
The final internal distance for every ray is calculated by sorting the points by distance to the 3D 
coordinate system origin and dismissing the equivalent points using the criteria explained above. 
Each intersection alternates the state of the ray from outside to inside and vice versa as shown in 
Fig. 8. The final depth stored is the sum of all the intern traces. The figure also shows the 
importance of identifying real intersections from bogus ones.  
Another consideration needed to be made in order to correctly simulate a X-ray process is the fact 
that the detector is planar and not spherical, which means that the intensity of the X-rays is less in 
the corners of the detector that in the middle. A model to calculate the spatial correction factor is 
now explained. 
A perfect X-ray detector would be a spherical one, this is because the distance of every ray to it 
would be virtually equal and the normal is parallel to the ray. Virtually, because the X-ray source is 
not punctual, but spherical which means that every ray could have a different origin, but always 
inside that sphere, making distances vary, though in small amounts. This simulation assumes the 
detector to be planar, so a spatial correction factor is needed. This factor is closely related to the 
solid angle of each pixel of the final image, so the proposed solution is to have a matrix with the 
same dimensions as the 2D digital image and store the solid angle of every pixel of it. The solid 
angle for any part of the Z=f  plane is given by: 

∫∫ ++
=Ω

3222 )( fYX
fdXdY         (12) 

By integration we get: 
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where X0, X1, Y0 and Y1, are respectively the horizontal and vertical limits of the region of the Z=f 
plane for which the solid angle is required.  
Now, another consideration needs to be made. As stated before, the detector used for this simulation 
is assumed to be planar, which implies that the solid angle will be maximum at the detector’s origin 
(if detector and X-ray source are correctly aligned), decreasing by moving in any direction, which 
results in a pattern that resembles a set of concentric circles. Firstly, we set a correction factor Cf  as 
follows:  

π4
),,,,(),,,,(C 1010

1010
fYYXXfYYXXf

Ω=       (14) 

This because the maximum value for solid angles is the value of the sphere surface, which is 4π. 
The spatial correction needed for this simulation is a relation between the solid angle of the area of 
interest and the maximum solid angle. To set the maximum value for Cf, a constant β  is used as 
follows. 

1),1,1,1,1(C =⋅−− βff         (15) 

which yields to 
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πβ         (16) 

resulting in 
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This spatial correction factor will apply over every pixel that has a corresponding depth map value 
greater than zero. 
5. Experimental Results 
A program was developed to visualise, position, orient and scale a previously modelled 3D flaw at 
will as shown in figures x,y,z. The modelling process can be achieved using several 3D modelling 
programs available on the internet. Parameters include f, Ku, Kv, X-ray emitting sphere radius and 
image size. The output of this program is the associated depth map and spatial correction factor 
files. Screenshots, depth map visualisations and the respective simulated flaw can be observed in 
Fig. 9, where thre cracks are simulated in different positions, and in Fig. 10, where blowholes using 
a elliposidal model are simulated. 
Simulations in this Section were made on cast aluminium wheels using the approach outlined in the 
previous Section. The dimensions of the wheels used in our experiments were 47 cm diameter and 
20 cm height approximately. The focal length was 884 mm. 
6. Summary 
A new method for the simulation of defects in radioscopic images of aluminium castings has been 
presented. We propose an approach that simulates the flaws using a 3D polygonal mesh model, 
which is projected and superimposed onto real radioscopic images. The X-ray imaging process and 
the projection of a 3D object are discussed. 
Using this tool a simulation of a complex geometry flaw of any size and orientation can be done in 
any position of the casting. This allows the precise evaluation of the performance of defect 
inspection systems in cases where the detection is known to be difficult. 
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Fig. 9: A 3D mesh representing a crack superimposed in 3 different positions. 
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Fig. 10: Simulation of blow holes (Mery, 2001). 
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